
Funding: find partners (NGOs, government) who focus on the security of children
Distribution: Contact schools to start a pilot project and find partnerships
Expansion business model: Marketing the game directly to parents and integrating the games in
parenting control applications.

Fun bar Security bar

Play hard, stay safePlay hard, stay safePlay hard, stay safe
DATOPIA

Videos of cute cats? Sure... Videos of cute pussies? No way!
Children love using phones and going on the internet... Yet it can be a risky
place and our dearest ones are oftentimes not equipped to navigate safely.

We want to empower children to
build good cyber-security habits!
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Collect as many points as
possible while creating a
secure password.

All sort of symbols fly at you
and you have to pick the right
ones to build a strong
password.  

Welcome to TukTuk, a small
village filled with joyful and
creative minds. However, it
seems that a very nasty
rumor is spreading around
and it led to someone being
excluded, although she claims
the rumor is fake! 

Who started the rumor? Is it
Jeff, who likes to play pranks
on his friends?  Or is it the
mysterious Olga, self-
proclaimed inventor of more
than 50 dance moves? 

You have to find out who is
the culprit and also try to stop
the rumor from spreading!   

Create your own social media
account and start engaging
with the world!

Wil you post photos of
yourself, talk to stranger on
private matters? Your goal is
to have the most secure social
media account while still
having fun.  

PASSWORD
MINI-GAME

SOCIAL MEDIA
MINI-GAME

RUMOUR
MINI-GAME

Choose your avatar to begin
with. You will even be able to
upgrade it by spending
security points. But beware to
not spend all your points!

The next steps

Two bars to keep track
of your progress!

Our project

Children from 8-12 y.o. in Switzerland. So
we want kids to buy our products? Not
exactly, schools are our target because
they don't have any education material on
cyber-security for this age group.

Our target
Our product

Our team

A fun game to learn
about cybersecurity
risks. A great
educational tool for
teachers to support
their course material.

Datopia incorporates
replayable mini-games
on different cyber-
security topics.

A team of 7 students
who won the UNIGE
Open Geneva Hackhaton

The Think & Do
Tank to get
sustainability done.


